REMOTE AFRICA SAFARIS
Guide Profiles

Bryan Jackson – Co-owner & Safari Manager
A New Zealander by birth he first visited Africa in the 1970's. Bryan never left and has
been guiding in the Luangwa Valley for over 20 years.
Based at Tafika, Bryan not only contributes significantly to Remote Africa's guiding
experience, but also provides photographic expertise for specialized photographic safaris.
His wildlife photography has been honed by years of practice and a talented eye. Much of
his work provides the face for Remote Africa's website and social media.
During the off-season Bryan resides in Cape Town from where he organises the
occasional expedition to Central Africa for adventurous clients.

Isaac Zulu – Walking Safari Guide
Isaac was schooled in Zimbabwe and trained as an Agriculturalist in Zambia. He worked in
Lochinvar as Assistant Ecologist and then joined Norman Carr's safari operation in
Luangwa in 1974. Isaac guided at Chibembe, in South Luangwa, for 15 years followed by
six years of guiding at Tongabezi in the Zambezi Valley.
Isaac spent time in northern Kafue before returning to the Luangwa, in 2001, when he
joined the Remote Africa Safaris team.

Alex Phiri – Walking Safari Guide
Alex is a trained guide who has worked at Remote Africa Safaris since 2003. He has
worked up the ranks from tea bearer to guide, a position he has permanently held after
completing the Luangwa Valley guiding exam in 2007. Alex graduated to a walking guide
in 2010.
Born a member of the Bisa Tribe, in Mkasanga Village, Alex's father worked as an
electrician and handyman for the Coppingers during their early years in the Luangwa
Valley.
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Amon Zulu – Walking Safari Guide
Amon Zulu is a qualified driving guide who has worked his way through the ranks at
Tafika, having been educated through the Tafika Fund Sponsorship programme.
He is a popular young man with a sparkling sense of humour. His wildlife knowledge and
enthusiasm are excellent.

Lloyd Mwale – Driving Guide at Tafika Camp
Lloyd worked for Remote Africa Safaris for thirteen years before his enthusiasm for
wildlife lead him to write his guiding exam in 2011. Lloyd worked as a waiter, spotter,
driver and Chikoko Camp supervisor before becoming a guide. Now he guides driving
safaris at Tafika where his sensitivity to nature and love of the Luangwa is shared with
many.

Moffat Mwanza – Walking Safari Guide
Moffat completed his guide’s license in 2013 and is one of the latest additions to the
guiding team. He is from Mkungule near Mpika and has spent the last four years in
Mwaleshi Camp in the North Park as the camp host and trainee guide. Now a qualified
walking guide, Moffat’s friendly nature and wildlife knowledge add great value to the
team.
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Brent Harris – Walking Safari Guide
Brent grew up in Kwa-Zulu Natal, South Africa. His fascination with nature lead him on a
formative solo adventure through the Amazon and into a privileged bond rehabilitating a
Puma in the rainforests of Bolivia. He has worked passionately as a guide and manager at
numerous camps throughout Southern Africa, spending the last five years focused on
Zambia.
In the off-season Brent leads groups to various wildlife destinations in Africa and speaks
on nature related topics in the USA. When not in the bush you can find him happily
surfing the waves of Hawaii.

Mukupa Ben Zulu – Driving Guide
Mukupa Ben is a qualified driving guide and is always thrilled to share his wildlife
knowledge. He was initially sponsored by the Tafika Fund as a teacher at Mkasanga Basic
School before joining Remote Africa as a tea bearer. Mukupa gained much of his bush
knowhow from extensive first-hand experience. His vibrant character and fire making skill,
creating fire using sticks and elephant dung, never fail to impress.
Mukupa’s father, Ben Zulu, is a longstanding staff member and has worked as a
watchman for Remote Africa’s since the 90’s. Remote Africa is always happy to welcome
the next generation into the team.

Stephan Banda – Walking Safari Guide
Stephen is a seasoned Luangwa Valley guide, having worked with John and Carol in the
safari business since the 80s. He worked his way up through the ranks at Chibembe
Lodge where he passed his safari guides license in the early 90s.
Stephen took a short sabbatical from Remote Africa, to experience the Kafue National
Park. Remote Africa welcomed him back for the 2016 season.
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